
In the middle room of the new space of Giacomo Guidi in Trastevere 
is presented on September 16 the first solo exhibition in Rome by 
Californian artist Melissa Kretschmer. The same Melissa Kretschmer 
describes her new exhibition project consisting of a new series of works 
produced during the last year:

“The impetus behind these newest of works arose from two very simple 
thoughts that popped into my head, one quickly following the other.  
First, if the edges or sides of the work are always so important why not 
put them in the center of the work?  And then, if contemporary abstract 
painting has long dealt with surface and support, why not try to address 
the actual physical center of painting?

There is a palpable thickness to 1-inch thick common plywood.  It’s 
made up of seven different layers, each with its own particular color, 
texture and at times imperfections.  Its surface and its support are one 
and the same; its interior is its exterior and its exterior is its interior.  
There is no vacuous, empty space between its front and its back and 
yet its inside is full.  Surface and support are one dense, layered pack.  
If cut through entirely to expose the wall behind back there is nothing 
else but the work in between.  Why can’t one draw color and texture 
from within the material of the work?  And if a small amount of applied 
color is introduced will it not accentuate the natural color drawn from 
the material?  Why not allow applied color to enter, to occupy that cut 
space between the front and the back?  Why can’t that depth between 
the surface and the wall be an important part of the work?  And why, if 
that reach between the surface and the depth at which the wall resides, 
must there be no physical painting, hidden or revealed?”  

The beauty of Melissa Kretschmer’s work lies in the deft placement of 
geometric planes and the subtle interplay of varying hues of natural 
wood interspersed with black spaces and stark, charcoal gray lines. 
The process of building up and reducing top layers of the bee’s wax 
gives them both depth and a subtle luminosity, while graphite lines add 
unique character and provide a focal point. Even though the materials 
and compositions appear similar, one does not get an impression of 
production line repetitiveness. The interaction of light and shadow 
stimulates the imagination and gives each piece a life of its own.
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